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Key Points:


Modeling of tsunami generation from seafloor deformation leads to depth-dependent
attenuation and spreading of the initial waves at the source



Dispersion complements depth-dependent tsunami excitation through lagging of shortperiod components during trans-oceanic propagation



Including depth-dependent tsunami excitation and dispersion in Green's functions results
in larger and more concentrated slip through inversion

Abstract
Tsunami observations play an important role in resolving offshore earthquake slip
distributions. Non-dispersive models are often used with an initial static sea-surface pulse
derived from seafloor deformation in computation of tsunami Green's functions. We compare
this conventional approach with more advanced techniques, which use Green's functions
computed by a dispersive model with an initial static sea-surface pulse and with the surface
waves generated from kinematic seafloor deformation. These three sets of tsunami Green's
functions are implemented in finite-fault inversions with and without seismic and geodetic
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data for the 2010 Mentawai MW 7.8 tsunami earthquake. Seafloor excitation and wave
dispersion produce more spread-out waveforms in the Green's functions leading to larger slip
with more compact distribution through the inversions. The fit to the recorded tsunami and
the deduced seismic moment, which reflects the displaced water volume, are relatively
insensitive to the approach used for computing Green’s functions.

1. Introduction
Tsunami recordings are commonly used alone or with geodetic and seismic data to resolve
earthquake rupture through finite-fault inversion. Non-dispersive shallow-water modeling has
been an established approach in computation of tsunami Green's functions for earthquake
source investigation and far-field wave forecasting [Satake,1987,1989; Satake et al., 2013;
Wei et al., 2003, 2014]. This hydrostatic approach utilizes a static initial sea-surface pulse
derived from seafloor deformation and describes wave propagation through the shallow-water
celerity independent of the period. Modeling of tsunami generation from kinematic seafloor
deformation has indicated attenuation of the initial sea-surface elevation depending on the
water depth at the source [Grilli et al., 2013; Lay et al., 2013a, 2013b; Saito, 2013; Yamazaki
et al., 2011]. In addition, observations have shown effects of dispersion characterized by
lagging of short-period components and reduction of the leading wave amplitude during
trans-oceanic propagation [Hanson and Bowman, 2005; Saito et al., 2010].
The role of tsunami dispersion in source model inversion has received attention in recent
years. Saito et al. [2010] and Hossen et al. [2015] demonstrated effects of dispersion on
predicted tsunami source areas using Green's functions generated by static initial pulses as
finite sources on the sea surface, while Saito et al. [2011] estimated the initial sea-surface
elevation for the 2011 Tohoku tsunami through inversion of the near-field DART and GPS
records. Their Green's functions were generated by Boussinesq models, which describe
dispersion through high-order terms derived from the horizontal flow velocity. Romano et al.
[2012, 2014] performed joint inversion of a finite-fault model using tsunami and geodetic
records of the 2011 Tohoku event and accounting for dispersion through the non-hydrostatic
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

NEOWAVE model of Yamazaki et al. [2009, 2011]. For propagation across open oceans, a
frequency-dependent phase correction can incorporate dispersion effects into Green's
functions computed by hydrostatic models [Gusman et al., 2014; Yoshimoto et al., 2015; Yue
et al., 2014a].
Depth-dependent tsunami excitations across the water column also influence the Green's
functions. Bletery et al. [2014] implemented a reduction factor from Kajiura [1963] to define
the static initial sea-surface elevation from seafloor deformation and utilized NEOWAVE to
generate Green's functions for joint inversion of a finite fault model with geodetic, seismic,
and tsunami records from the 2011 Tohoku event. NEOWAVE describes dispersion through
the vertical velocity, which facilitates modeling of kinematic seafloor deformation to provide
a more complete account of tsunami generation. The use of the vertical velocity instead of
high-order horizontal velocity terms results in a simple numerical framework that allows
implementation of two-way nested grids for modeling of physical processes across a wide
range of scales [Yamazaki et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2013; Bai and Cheung, 2016a]. Yue et
al. [2015] utilized these capabilities to compute Green's functions for joint inversion of the
2010 Mentawai MW 7.8 earthquake. The resulting finite-fault model shows large,
concentrated slip near the trench that is not evident in other studies.
There are three general approaches to compute tsunami Green's functions: hydrostatic and
non-hydrostatic modeling with a static initial sea-surface pulse derived from seafloor
deformation as well as the more accurate non-hydrostatic modeling with kinematic seafloor
excitation from the earthquake rupture. While there is no doubt that dispersion occurs during
tsunami generation and propagation, the importance of accounting for these effects in source
model inversions has not been clearly demonstrated. We investigate this problem using finitefault inversions of tsunami, geodetic, and seismic data from the 2010 Mentawai event.
NEOWAVE can perform hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic computations with static or
kinematic descriptions of the tsunami source. The use of the same code and nested grid
system allows systematic examination of the three types of Green's functions and their
influences on the inversion results.
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

2. Methodology and Data
The 25 October 2010 MW 7.8 thrust earthquake ruptured the shallow portion of the Sunda
megathrust. Figure 1a shows the location of the epicenter (3.49°S, 100.14°E) seaward of the
Mentawai Islands offshore of Sumatra. The earthquake generated a destructive tsunami with
3-9 m runup on Pagai and up to 16.9 m on the small island of Sibigau [Hill et al., 2012]. The
disproportionately large tsunami is attributed to concentrated slip on the shallow megathrust
near the trench, which is characteristic of a tsunami earthquake [Yue et al., 2014b]. Yue et al.
[2015] provided a detailed description of the recorded geophysical and hydrographic datasets
used here for finite-fault inversion of the source. These include 53 P-wave and 24 SH-wave
ground displacements from stations of the Federation of Digital Seismic Networks (FDSNs),
three-component ground motions from 12 high-rate SuGAr GPS stations on the Mentawai
Islands, and tsunami waveforms at two deep-water stations (GITEWS GPS 03 and DART
56001) and two tide gauges (Cocos Island and Padang).
Yue et al. [2015] described in detail the finite-fault model and parameterization for the joint
inversions. As illustrated in Figure 1b, the subfaults are arranged in 7 rows along dip and 15
columns along strike with dimensions of 15 km by 15 km each. The fine model grid is
selected to resolve the concentrated near-trench slip of the tsunami earthquake. The fault has
a uniform dip angle of 7.5º based on the shallow megathrust reflection profile of Singh et al.
[2011]. The source time function of each subfault is parameterized by five triangles with
durations of 4 s shifted by 2 s sequentially for a total possible duration of 12 s. The
teleseismic Green's functions are generated with a reflectivity method that accounts for
interaction in 1-D layered structures on both the source and receiver sides [Kikuchi et al.,
1993]. A local 1-D layered model based on the reflection imaging is used for the source side
and a typical continental model is used for the receiver side. The near-field time-varying
ground displacement Green's functions are computed using a frequency-wave number
integration method [Hermann, 2013]. The same band-pass filter is used for the Green
functions and records of each type.
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We utilize NEOWAVE to compute tsunami Green's functions at the four water-level stations
for unit slip vectors with 45° and 135° rake. The two-way nested computational grids have
resolution varying from 1 arc-min (~1800 m) across the Eastern Indian Ocean to 12 arc-s
(~360 m) in the source region around the Mentawai Islands, 1.5 arc-s (~45 m) at Cocos Island,
and 0.3 arc-s (~9 m) at Padang Harbor, as illustrated in Figure 1. The half-space model of
Okada [1992] provides the seafloor deformation for 1-m slip of each subfault and the method
of Tanioka and Satake [1996] augments the vertical seafloor motion to account for horizontal
displacement on bathymetric slopes. The total vertical displacement defines the static initial
sea-surface elevation for computation of the first two sets of Green's functions using the
hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic implementations of NEOWAVE. For the third set, we
approximate the time history of the kinematic seafloor vertical displacement by a linear
function over a 4-s duration to provide a boundary condition for non-hydrostatic modeling of
tsunami generation and propagation. Although NEOWAVE includes nonlinear effects, the
sea-surface waves generated by 1-m slip have very small amplitude comparing to the
wavelength and water depth. Yue et al. [2015] showed the resulting Green's functions are not
sensitive to the assumed rise time and can be combined linearly with time-shift increments of
4 s to reconstruct recorded tsunamis generated by a rupture sequence.
3. Tsunami Green's Functions
The 105 subfaults, two slip vectors, four stations, and the three modeling approaches result in
2520 tsunami Green's functions. Figure 2 plots the maximum surface elevations for unit slip
with 45° rake of subfaults 15, 45, and 90, which extend across the continental slope (Figure
1b). The small subfault size presents a challenge to both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic
modeling. The contrast between the three approaches is most pronounced for subfault 15
beneath the trench. The deep water of 5000 m and shallow fault depth of 2.2 km into the rock
result in a large ratio of water depth to wavelength, the latter of which is associated with the
dimensions of the seafloor deformation. The absence of direct seafloor excitation and wave
dispersion in the hydrostatic approach (H-S) leads to higher estimation of the surface
elevation from the source to the far field. The non-hydrostatic approach with the static initial
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

pulse (Nh-S) has the same surface elevation at the source, but produces more rapid amplitude
decrease to the far field due to dispersion. Inclusion of kinematic seafloor deformation (Nh-K)
accounts for depth-dependent excitation across the water column, resulting in smaller wave
amplitude at both the source and in the far field. The tsunami excitation and dispersive wave
processes play a lesser role for the deeper subfault 45, which has more spread-out seafloor
deformation in shallower water. The three approaches produce very similar results for
subfault 90 further down dip, where the water depth is only 500 m and the fault depth is 12.7
km. The small water-depth to wavelength ratio provides an explanation for the minor effects
of dispersion in the resulting surface elevation.
Dispersion influences the waveforms in addition to the amplitude. Figure 3 compares the
three sets of Green's functions from subfaults 10, 13, 15, 45 and 90 at the four water-level
stations. In Figure 3a, the Green's functions at the GPS buoy illustrate effects of dispersion in
the near field. The buoy is located directly above subfault 15 at the trench, where the seafloor
excitation produces a much smaller peak than the initial surface pulse determined from
seafloor deformation. Both non-hydrostatic approaches produce oscillations at the source
albeit with different phases. The shorter and steeper pulse from the static initial condition is
more dispersive. Free fall of the larger, initial sea-surface wave produces more energetic
oscillations, but the amplitude attenuates more rapidly in time and space. The phase of the
radiated waves approaches that generated by seafloor excitation away from the source as can
be inferred from the Green's functions of subfaults 13 and 10 along the trench. The shortperiod trailing oscillations in the range of dispersive waves are caused by the pointed seafloor
uplift from the half-space solution for the shallow subfaults. The Green's functions for
subfaults 45 and 90, which are located landward beneath the continental slope, show
decreasing dispersion effects due to the shallower water and longer pulse associated with the
increasing fault depth. In comparison, the hydrostatic solution shows negligible surface
oscillations after the initial upswing even for subfaults 10, 13, and 15 located along the trench.
The Green's functions in the far field reflect mostly the propagation processes. Numerical
dispersion is small in the non-hydrostatic solution for the wave period range and grid
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

resolution involved [Bai and Cheung, 2016b]. At the Padang tide gauge as shown in Figure
3b, the two non-hydrostatic approaches produce the same phase from all five subfaults albeit
with slightly smaller amplitude obtained with the kinematic seafloor excitation. The
hydrostatic approach produces a similar Green's function for subfault 90, but shows
increasing discrepancies relative to the non-hydrostatic predictions for subfaults further updip. The two sets of non-hydrostatic Green's functions show improved agreement of the
amplitude away from the source as indicated in the comparisons at Cocos Island and DART
56001 in Figures 3c and 3d. With the exception of subfault 90, the hydrostatic Green's
functions show prominent high-frequency numerical oscillations sensitive to the
computational grid resolution (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The shallower fault
depth and deeper water down the continental slope together with the fine rupture model result
in short-period tsunami signals not adequately resolved by the hydrostatic model. When the
Green's functions from the subfaults are combined, the tsunami signal increases in both
amplitude and period with diminishing dispersion effects and numerical oscillations for the
larger rupture area (Figures S2 and S3). Filtering removes the numerical oscillations below 3
min period to isolate the tsunami signals observed in the non-hydrostatic solutions (Figure
S4). The resulting time series indicates simultaneous arrival of long and short-period waves,
while the two non-hydrostatic solutions show lagging of the short-period waves due to lower
propagation speeds associated with dispersion.
4. Results and Discussion
We utilize the same datasets of the 2010 Mentawai MW 7.8 earthquake from Yue et al. [2015]
to examine the sensitivity of finite fault inversion to the three types of tsunami Green's
functions. The P and SH waves are sampled at 0.5 s intervals over a 120-s window starting 10
s prior to arrivals. Each trace of the Hr-GPS records has a 200-s window sampled at 1-s
intervals starting at the origin time of the hypocenter. The recorded tsunami arrivals at the
Padang and Cocos Island tide gauges are 2 and 4 min ahead of the model results and are
shifted accordingly to offset the timing discrepancy, which we attribute to bathymetric
inaccuracies. The recorded waveforms, which have varying amplitudes among the four
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

stations, are adjusted by scaling parameters to achieve consistent weights in the inversion.
When the filtered hydrostatic Green's functions at Cocos Island and DART 56001 are used in
the inversion, the corresponding records are filtered in the same way to avoid projection of
any artifacts into the solution. A rupture velocity of 2.0 km/s expanding from the hypocenter
defines the rupture initial time at each subfault. The finite-fault inversion involves solving for
space-time varying weights of the Green's functions to match the recorded datasets through a
non-negative linear least squares approach.
Figure 4 compares the observed and predicted waveforms at the four water-level stations
from the tsunami-only and joint inversions. The inversion time windows include the initial
double peaks at the GPS buoy, the first two waves at Padang and Cocos Island, and the
dominant long-period pulse at the DART buoy. The waveforms in these time intervals
provide information most relevant to the source. The overall fits within the time windows are
quite good. All three types of Green's functions produce similar results despite their varying
waveforms at the stations. As long as the model representation has sufficient degrees of
freedom, the least squares approach can produce a good fit to the observations with the
variations among the Green's functions compensated by the source model. The numerical
oscillations in the hydrostatic Green's functions do not appear to interfere with the fitting of
the tsunami signals, but do show up subsequently in the predicted waveforms. The
discrepancy between the recorded and predicted waveforms also increases outside the
inversion time windows. The two sets of non-hydrostatic Green's functions maintain very
similar predictions, while the filtered hydrostatic Green's functions produce comparable
amplitude with a notable phase shift. The joint inversion results show slightly larger
deviations from the records due to the intrinsic need to reconcile multiple datasets that might
not be fully compatible.
The inversions provide the slip distributions shown in Figure 5. All slip models involve
primary rupture propagation up dip and along strike in the northwest direction. The detailed
slip distribution varies significantly with the type of Green's functions used in the inversion
despite the similar fits to the tsunami observations. For the tsunami-only inversion in Figure
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

5a, the non-hydrostatic Green's functions resolve the large concentrated slip extending along
the trench. The model with kinematic seafloor excitation has maximum slip of 15.9 m, while
the static initial condition results in a lower value of 13.6 m as needed to account for the
absence of wave attenuation at the source. Filtering is necessary for the hydrostatic Green's
functions that have increasing numerical oscillations for subfaults near the trench. The
alignment of the frequency components due to the lack of dispersion is compensated by a
more spread-out slip distribution and a further reduction of the maximum slip to 10.0 m.
Without filtering, the inversion suppresses the numerical oscillations to fit the recorded
waveforms by spreading the slip more evenly down dip. This results in relatively small slip of
less than 5.8 m near the trench. The cumulative seismic moments for the four predictions are
still close, in the range of 8.9 to 9.2×1020 Nm (MW 7.90-7.91).
The results from the joint inversion in Figure 5b show similar effects of the tsunami Green's
functions, but with more focused slip distributions along the trench (see Figures S5 and S6
for sample comparisons of geodetic and seismic datasets). The inversions with nonhydrostatic Green's functions produce maximum slip of 15.7 and 13.3 m comparable to the
tsunami-only inversions. In the absence of dispersion in the tsunami Green's functions, the
seismic and geodetic datasets play a more significant role in defining the slip along the trench.
The joint inversion gives maximum slip of 8.4 m when the filtered Green functions are used.
When the near-trench slip is suppressed and spread down dip through the use of the unfiltered
hydrostatic Green's functions, the geodetic and seismic datasets help maintain the maximum
slip at 7.1 m. The cumulative moments of 7.5-8.3×1020 Nm (MW 7.85-7.88) are consistently
lower than those of the tsunami-only inversions indicating reconciliation among the tsunami,
geodetic, and seismic datasets through the inversion process.
5. Conclusions
The slip distributions of the 2010 Mentawai earthquake inverted using the three types of
tsunami Green’s functions differ significantly even though they have comparable total
seismic moments and similar fits to the tsunami recordings. This makes it difficult to assess
© 2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

the validity of source models from the predicted waveforms and emphasizes the need to
properly account for tsunami generation and propagation processes. The Green’s functions
computed using a non-hydrostatic model with either kinematic seafloor excitation or static
initial conditions improve resolution of concentrated near-trench slip. Depth-dependent
tsunami excitation influences the amplitude and phase of the Green’s functions close to the
source, providing better resolution of the slip when near-field observations are available.
Assumption of the initial sea surface elevation based on coseismic seafloor deformation is
implicit in the Green’s functions generated by the hydrostatic approach. The shallow fault
depth near the trench results in short-period waves generated in relatively deep water. The
hydrostatic model overestimates the initial wave amplitude from seafloor displacement,
forces the frequency components to remain aligned during propagation, and introduces highfrequency numerical oscillations at far-field station. In matching the tsunami recordings, the
inversion acquires an excessively smoothed slip distribution to suppress the numerical
oscillations in the synthetics. Even with filtering, the hydrostatic Green’s functions still
produce spread-out, lower amplitude slip to compensate for the lack of dispersion. Nonhydrostatic tsunami calculations are clearly warranted for reliable imaging of detailed slip
distributions.
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Figure 1. Location maps and computational grids. (a) Level-1 grid with outlines of level-2
grids around the rupture area and Cocos Island. Red star and white circles indicate the
epicenter and water-level stations. (b) Level-2 grid with outlines of level-3 grid at Padang and
the source model. (c) Level-3 grid with outline of level-4 grid at Padang Harbor. (d) Level-2
grid with outline of level-3 grid around Cocos Island.
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Figure 2. Maximum sea-surface elevations generated by the H-S (hydrostatic with static
initial sea-surface pulse), Nh-S (non-hydrostatic with static initial sea-surface pulse), and NhK (non-hydrostatic with kinematic seafloor excitation) approaches for unit slip of subfaults
across the continental slop.
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Figure 3. Green's functions at (a) GITEWS-GPS, (b) Padang, (c) Cocos Island, and (d)
DART 56001 generated by the H-S (black), Nh-S (red), and Nh-K (blue) approaches.
Kinematic seafloor excitation reduces the initial amplitude at the GITEWS GPS buoy in the
near field, but has minor influences in the far-field. Due to limitations of a hydrostatic model
in resolving short-period waves, high-frequency numerical oscillations accumulate during
propagation. The H-S results at the far-field Cocos Island and DART stations are filtered to
remove signals with periods less than 3 min (with the original data shown in grey).
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Figure 4. Tsunami waveform comparison for (a) tsunami-only and (b) joint inversions. Green
lines denote recorded data, red and blue lines indicate computed waveforms from the Nh-S
and Nh-K approaches, and black and grey are the H-S Green's functions with and without
filtering. The vertical bars identify time windows of tsunami records used in the inversions.
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Figure 5. Slip distributions on the fault model grid inverted using tsunami Green's functions
generated by the Nh-K, Nh-S, and H-S (filtered and unfiltered) approaches. (a) Tsunami-only
inversion. (b) Joint inversion. Green's functions from non-hydrostatic modeling are necessary
to resolve the large, concentrated near-trench slip consistent with the geodetic and seismic
datasets.
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